
Revisiting the Basics 

When working with analytics …. 

ICEMA Notes

Love that you have been using CANVA 
Be aware of some basic DTP 
principles in design

Black text, dark blue 
background

how was this graphic used - 
fonnt size?

curious about image choice? 

image - boys chat, pic = father 
and son? journey together? 

how was this image deployed - 
bottom font is a little small? 

event info - time? 

Boyservation sound like a lovely 
play on words … but social 
media is not about being so 
unique that someone can’t find / 
follow you … what # could you 
have used to connect with 
others? 

What analysis was done on the target 
audience before the campaign 

Say more about when you posted and to 
where? Connect this to your knowledge 
about your target audience 

Good on you for shooting footage with your 
phone

what did you do with that 
footage? did you tag the 
politician, the department? 

simple tip for straight footage - 
align of screen with something 
in the picture that you know 
must be straight - like a door

Strategy 

more details please - website 
target - 25000 ? per day / 
month / year 

Which one are you? Is there are reason 
there are two? 

Challenges 

On instagram we are unable to post a 
video that is more than 1 (one) minute.

you have already solved for 
this … Insta, TikTok, Reels are 

short media formats -  
YouTube for longer length 

(make sure you have a plan 
before you get going)

We still struggle on how to use twitter or 
what exactly that is needed to be posted 

so that we can have more followers

Curious about whether your 
audience in on Twitter? 

FB content can be modified 
for Twitter, so no need to do 

twitter only content 

Doesn’t know how to check the 
instagram stats Will send some notes on this

We wish to create a safe boys 
conversation discussion space via 

social media to reach more boys even 
those who cannot attend our programs 

physically

Social media (whatsapp 
included) is not necessarily a 
‘safe’ space for conversations 

of this nature … so think 
about how you use social 

media to point to activities, 
processes and organisations 

that can be safe spaces.  
what are the rules of 

engagement? 

Epic Youth 
Matters

Love that you respond to 
comments Yayyy

what do i make of this pic? 
narrative please, # please # call 
to action please. 

Who are you? What should I 
care … feed the data 
machine !!!

Research on building 
audience vs research on WHO 

is audience

Challenges

People don’t really pay attention on 
anything that request funding.

who is your audience? this is 
FB the more detailed the more 

you  can reach - if you did a 
paid ad who would you target/ 

Its easy to get more likes when you 
share jokes & memes

be cautious of sharing 
content where you did not ask 

for permission - especially 
with children and the 

vulnerable … even if it gets 
you a like 

Sisonke 

Strategy - use personal 
following to attract org following 

Nice following 

Lovely trribute to Shane !!!

Cross platfotrm - friend, t-shirt 
and whats app = FB highest 
post 

Be aware of 

Challenges 

Time consuming … can you 
afford NOT to have a 
scheduler ? July. ‘ i was travelling’

Not reaching desired numbers 
… 

connect with CLM content - 
input, output, outcome, impact 
… can we go beyond numbers. 

desired target audience is not 
engaging wit hthe pages who are you targetting?

The basic rules of 
communication remain the 

same for social media

W W W W H - who what where why 
how?

who are you talking to - how well do you 
know your audience? 

what is your call to action? why should 
anyone care? 

remember your basic visual langauge for 
video and still - set up those shots - 
medium close up and medium shots 
work well in most instances

remember your design principles - font 
size, dark onn dark layers don’t work, 
design for the medium / platform
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